Generally, in mean-field models, some sigmoid-shape functions determine firing rates of neural populations according to their mean membrane potentials. In the enhanced model, the sigmoid function corresponding to excitatory population is redefined to be also a function of the slow ionic mechanism. This modification adapts the firing rate of neural populations to slow ionic activities of the brain. When an anesthetic drug is administered, the slow mechanism may induce neural cells to alternate between two levels of activity referred to as up and down states. Basically, the frequency of up-down switching is in the delta band (0-4 Hz) and this is the main reason behind high amplitude, low frequency fluctuations of EEG signals in anesthesia.
INTRODUCTION
In the last decade, many efforts have been done to build monitors dedicated to the estimation of the depth of anesthesia using EEG recording [1] . However, until now there is no universal monitor able to provide reliable results in all cases (i.e. drugs, patient dependencies, etc). Better understanding of underlying neuronal mechanisms of the EEG may improve the performance of monitoring methods. Therefore, a physiological-based model that explains the evolution of the EEG signal in different depth of anesthesia may bring new insights into the monitoring of the depth of anesthesia. Mean-Field (MF) models [2, 3] are good candidates for this purpose.
They have neurophysiological and neuroanatomical foundations and are based on the concept of neural population which handles thousands of similar neurons in a single structure. They are able to reproduce EEGlike signals with a low computation cost by solving a set of coupled differential equations.
One of the best MF models which can reproduces various EEG rhythms is the Liley model [4, 5] . Steyn-Ross et al [6] [7] [8] and Bojak et al [9] have employed the Liley model in different ways to describe how and why the dominant rhythm of the EEG changes from beta and alpha rhythms to delta rhythm by administration of anesthetic drugs. They differently express certain parameters of the Liley model as functions of anesthetic drug concentration and reproduce EEG signals in various drug concentrations. Although these models describe the reason why anesthesia slows down EEG rhythms, they have some limitations that must be addressed gradually by better understanding of brain functioning under anesthesia.
It has been shown that there is a good compatibility between fluctuations of high amplitude delta waves and internal states of cortical cells [10, 11] . During anesthesia, neural cells alternate almost synchronously between firing and rest modes that are referred to as up and down states respectively. Because of synchronization of neurons, neural populations have two different firing modes. This means that populations switch to up and down states during anesthesia. In previous MF models, it is assumed that neural populations always fluctuate about single equilibrium points.
The main purpose of this study is to show how MF models may be enhanced by including a slow modulating mechanism that is responsible of switching the state of the model to up and down. Many mechanisms have been presented as responsible mechanisms for generating the up and down states [12] [13] [14] ; however it is still unclear which mechanisms play most important roles, and how they can be represented using the mean-field paradigm.
Since we are mostly interested in introducing the general concepts of up and down states and their switching in neural populations, an enhanced MF model that integrates a generic form of a slow modulating mechanism is HAL author manuscript inserm-00187207, version 2
proposed. This mechanism acts as a representative for various types of slow ionic currents either generated in cortical or subcortical regions.
In the next section, a brief state of the art of MF models in anesthesia is reported. Section 3 introduces the proposed enhanced model. Section 4 mainly discusses methods for analyzing the enhanced model. Finally, behaviors of the enhanced MF model in various anesthetic drug concentrations are presented in sections 5.
BASICS OF EEG MODELING IN ANESTHESIA
To our knowledge, researches conducted by Steyn-Ross et al were the first attempts to explain, using an MF model, why gradual increase of anesthetic concentration produces a sudden transition between awareness and unconsciousness [6] [7] [8] . In their model, anesthetic agents prolong the decay time of GABA A receptors.
Equilibrium solutions of the coupled differential equations in various drug concentrations make an S-bend with one unstable and two stable branches. According to Steyn-Ross et al, when anesthetic concentration is gradually increased or decreased, the equilibrium solution of the model suddenly jumps from one stable branch to another and this can cause sudden transition between awareness and unconsciousness. Since phase transitions make a hysteresis path, emergence and induction phases of anesthesia take place in different drug concentrations.
Steyn-Ross et al indicate that their model may simulate the biphasic response. Biphasic response is a kind of transient activation-depression of the EEG signal that occurs in induction and recovery phases of anesthesia [15] .
Later, Bojak & Liley [9] Our proposed enhanced MF model is mainly established on Steyn-Ross et al [6] and Bojak & Liley models [9] .
A slow ionic mechanism is also incorporated in the model that let us to have a better justification of some neurophysiological phenomena. For example, this enhanced model may describe the reason for appearance of two different modes of neural firing rates and high amplitude delta waves observing in moderate to deep depth of HAL author manuscript inserm-00187207, version 2 anesthesia.
Experimental observations show that anesthetic agents basically reduce the brain activity in a pulsating manner.
Intra and extra cellular recordings during administration of many kinds of anesthetic drugs show that neurons are bi-stable and have short periods of firing separated by silence phases. During firing phases the firing rate is more or less equal to the firing rate of neurons in waking periods [16, 17] . Neural cells alternate between the firing phase (up state) and the silence phase (down state) almost synchronously. The result of this synchronous switching can be seen as high-energy slow waves. Figures 3 and 4 in [18] and figures 1 and 4 in [19] indicate that neural cells firings onsets correlate well with EEG slow waves. These waves are easily transferred in the brain media [20] and are recorded on the brain surface with high amplitudes. The enhanced MF model tries to take into account the above remarks by integrating a modulating slow mechanism to its basic foundation taken from the previous MF models.
In Appendix I, we have briefly introduced the basic eight differential equations of the enhanced model. They have been formed mainly by a combination of differential equations of the two previously mentioned wellknown MF models. Figure 1 illustrates a schematic diagram of the enhanced model and its excitatory and inhibitory populations. The populations interact with each other by GABA A and AMPA receptors. According to the position of the indicated switch in Figure 1 , the model may be set either to basic or enhanced mode. In the enhanced mode, the static firing rate function corresponding to the excitatory population is substituted with a slow dynamic firing rate mechanism (see section 3.3) . This increases the number of coupled differential equations to nine. 
ENHANCING MF MODELS IN ANESTHESIA
This section describes the physiological as well as the mathematical foundations of the enhanced model. Inferring from these works, the neural populations have also two states of electrical activities in anesthesia or non-REM sleep and it is one of the multiple internal states of neural populations. Comparisons of the pattern of neural firings in waking and anesthesia periods show that neurons change their internal states from continuous firing to phasic firing (bursts or spikes separated by silence phases) [10, 11] . Since phasic firing is almost synchronous in neural cells, the frequency of bursts or spikes appearances in single neurons determines the frequency of local field potentials.
The Liley MF model [5] has the capability of generating up and down states. For instance, the upper S-bend equilibrium branch of the Steyn-Ross et al model [6] can be related to up state because on the upper branch, populations have constantly high synaptic conductance and firing rates [21] . On the other hand, the lower S-bend equilibrium branch can be related to the down state. Establishing such relationships can justify the difference between synaptic conductance in the up and down states. It also describes the reason for recording of high amplitude EEG delta rhythm on brain surface during anesthesia. It seems likely that previous MF models encounter an inherent limitation in generating the slow and delta waves because they only consider either up or down state of neural populations in various anesthetic drug concentrations. According to Timofeev et al experiments, the slow oscillation is cortical in origin. In a decorticated brain or in a desynchronized cortex, this activity cannot be observed on thalamus and striatum [32, 33] , whereas it can be recorded on a deafferented cortex [34] . All aforementioned cortical ionic mechanisms have been introduced as possibly responsible mechanisms for generating the slow oscillation in the brain. However, it should be remembered that other kinds of slow mechanisms may also interfere with ionic mechanisms in the cortex. For example, intrinsic properties of thalamocortical cells (i.e. I h and I t ionic currents) generate a stereotype delta oscillations [35] . However it should be noticed that they cannot be reflected at the macroscopic level of the EEG unless thalamic neurons are synchronized by slow oscillations originated from cortical regions [36] . It is also not so clear yet whether EEG delta oscillations are basically come from thalamocortical stereotype oscillations or from waves generated in the cortex. Equations (1) and (2) show how the membrane potential can influence the activity of the slow mechanism. On the other hand, the slow mechanism is able to modulate the firing rate of neural populations. In the enhanced model, the modulating effect of the slow mechanism is applied on excitatory population. 
NEEDS TO INSERT SLOW IONIC MECHANISMS IN MF MODELS
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Equation (3) Anesthetic concentration affects amplitudes and decay times of EPSPs and IPSPs as well as the activity of the slow mechanism. For instance, it has been shown that anesthetic drugs in very high concentrations may reduce inward currents [30, 31] . In order to take into account such phenomenon we can reduce the maximum activity of the slow mechanism by reducing B or s θ values when anesthetic concentration is increased.
MODEL SOLUTIONS
A general way to examine the behavior of the variables of the model ( , , , , ,
is to obtain the numerical solution of the coupled differential equations. If the variables exhibit stable behaviors, generally a good compatibility exists between power spectrums calculated by numerical and analytical methods.
Otherwise, when the variables do not converge to equilibrium points, it is not possible to use analytical methods to evaluate their behaviors. Although in such case numerical solution is employed to examine the behavior of the variables, investigations of equilibrium solutions, isoclines and their corresponding vector field may give insights into the behavior of the variables before deriving the numerical solution.
This section is divided into two parts. In the first part, numerical solution of the enhanced model is described.
Equilibrium solutions of the model, isoclines and their corresponding vector field are mainly described in the second part.
NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF THE MODEL
The nine coupled differential equations of the model consist of three first-order and six second-order equations (four of them are stochastic differential equations). Second-order differential equations can be substituted by pairs of first-order differential equations. The general form of the resulted first-order differential equations and their corresponding first-order difference equations are:
x t F h t h t A t dt
x n x n F h n h n t A t n
where n is the discrete time, [ ] n ξ is a zero mean uniform white noise with 4 12 variance (see (A6)) and t Δ is the time increment value (step size) in Euler method, and it was set to 1 ms in our simulations. We could not see any significant changes in numerical results when we used smaller time steps such as 0.1 ms or 0.01 ms.
Basically, the main purpose of performing the numerical simulation of model is to find the time evolution of 
EQUILIBRIUM SOLUTION, ISOCLINES AND VECTOR FIELD
Equilibrium solution of the model provides much information about the functioning mode of the model. For example, the equilibrium value of ( ) e h t may provide some information about the balance between excitatory and inhibitory populations, and the status of the patient such as waking, light or deep anesthesia.
As mentioned before, isoclines may be helpful when the variables of the model do not converge to equilibrium 
OBTAINING PLANAR VECTOR FIELD ON ISOCLINES PLANE
In Figure 4 , 
BEHAVIOR OF ENHANCED MF MODEL IN VARIOUS DRUG CONCENTRATIONS
In this section, we study the evolution of the EEG signal during various anesthetic concentrations. We perform several numerical simulations in different drug concentrations (from low to high) and describe characteristics and morphologies of the simulated EEG signals. In order to compare the reproduced EEG signals with empirical data, we bring some real EEG signals recorded on children undergoing surgery with Desflurane agent (see [37] to see the protocol of EEG recording). In Desflurane anesthesia, 1 MAC is equivalent to applying 8.3 vol% of this gas to children [38] . This value corresponds to c 0.73 mM aqueous concentrations of Desflurane in saline [39, 40] .
Waking and sedation
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In the enhanced model, , e s h − isoclines obtained in waking situation are very similar to those derived for a very low anesthetic drug concentration. signal is illustrated in Figure 9 (a). This signal is recorded on a child a few seconds before administration of Desflurane agent. The power spectrum of the illustrated EEG signal in Figure 9 (a) is shown in Figure 10 (a). It should be mentioned that the patient is awake, a little agitated and eyes-open. This situation causes that the energy of alpha band be lower compared with the energy of alpha band in eyes-closed condition. In Figure 5(a) , e h − isocline shows that those equilibrium solutions corresponding to 0.25 1 s < < make a single branch in the up state area, while those corresponding to 0.25 s < make three branches in down, middle and up state areas. Equilibrium points located in the middle branch are unstable. This is known from the opposite directions of planar vectors in the vicinity of these equilibrium points. The probability of finding a trajectory in the vicinity of these points is low. 
Moderate anesthetic drug concentration (about 1 MAC)
When anesthetic concentration is increased to a higher value (e.g. c = 0.75 mM) and the balance between excitatory and inhibitory populations shifts a little toward more inhibition, the power spectrum of ( ) and their overall effects on the brain activity and so synchronization of neural cells in a local field may be influenced by past non-full-periodic activities of slow negative pulses. However, this is a subject that we do not deal with in this study.
Increasing the anesthetic concentration a bit more (e.g. c = 0.9 mM), makes it possible for trajectories to jump over the barrier of the unstable area and change the state of the model from up to down easier than before. As illustrated in Figure 6 (c), the transition rate between the two states has increased compared to the case where c =0.75 mM. The histogram of ( ) e h t has now two distinct peaks that are related to down and up states HAL author manuscript inserm-00187207, version 2 respectively (Figure 8(c) ). But as it is shown in Figure 5 (c), the trajectory is still mainly located in the up state area and as a consequence, the amplitude of the second peak of the histogram is higher than the first one. Figure 9 and Figure 10 around here. Figure 9 (c) illustrates a real EEG signal recorded in a drug concentration that is a bit higher than 1 MAC [37] . It should be mentioned that Compared to Figure 9 (b), the number of negative peaks is increased and the EEG background activity is replaced by a lower frequency higher amplitude activity.
High anesthetic drug concentration (about 2 MAC)
We have determined the equilibrium solution of e h and studied their linear stability when anesthetic drug concentration is varied between 0 and 1.8 mM. Figure 11 displays the results where stars and circles correspond to stable and unstable solutions respectively. For a wide range of anesthetic drug concentration, simulated EEG signals have almost the same morphologies. Therefore, we select a candidate concentration value within this range to examine the behavior of the model. consists of a semi-periodic 2.3 Hz activity. Due to this semi-periodic activity, the power of fast delta band (e.g.
2-4 Hz) may even become greater than the power of slow delta band (e.g. 0-2 Hz) at 2 MAC [42] . Similar behavior is expressed by simulated data (see Figure 7 (d)). 
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Burst-Suppression
, burst-suppression is generated. Figure 12 shows the two isoclines of the model when drug concentration is 1.8 mM. The intersection of the two isoclines is very close to the saddle point of the e h − isocline so ( , ) e s h trajectory that is generally located in the vicinity of the down state equilibrium point, may sometimes switch to the up state for short periods. Figure 13 shows ( ) e h t corresponding to the illustrated trajectory in Figure 12 . The histogram of e h which only consists of a single peak in the down state area is depicted in Figure 14 .
By decreasing the drug concentration, e h − isocline moves toward negative direction of s − axis so the equilibrium point becomes closer to the middle branch of e h − isocline (unstable area). Consequently, ( , ) 
DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
can explain a particular phenomenon, the more fundamental is its scope. The proposed MF model encompasses the two most important neural populations in the neocortex (pyramidal and interneurons) and a slow mechanism that modulates the firing rate of pyramidal population. It is an easy to understand model by which we can study the role of inhibitory and excitatory factors as well as the slow modulating mechanism of excitatory firing rate in various anesthetic concentrations.
Since Nonsmoothly variation of stable equilibrium solutions [7, 8] is not in agreement with a smooth reduction of neural firing rates with anesthetic drug concentration [26] . A single stable branch in various drug concentrations [9] does not justify the two different firing states of neural populations (e.g. in slow waves or burst-suppression).
On the contrary, equilibrium solutions of the enhanced model vary smoothly in a dose-dependant manner from up to down state. This model considers the two firing states of neural populations so it can reproduce some HAL author manuscript inserm-00187207, version 2 internal states of neural populations [23] such as continuous activities in up state, transient jumps from up to down state, regular switching between up and down states, burst-suppression and suppression. In general, the maximum firing rate value of a neural population does not change noticeably before and after applying an anesthetic agent [26] . The mean firing rate value of a neural population is mainly reduced by the occurrence of silence phase between firing phases [16] . Firing patterns of neural populations of the enhanced model (see Figure   15 ) are in agreement with these remarks, while in previous MF models, mean and maximum firing rates values are jointly reduced by increasing anesthetic concentration. The enhanced model has also some limitations. A single homogeneous neocortical module is introduced without considering other parts of brain such as thalamus and hippocampus; therefore, it is not forced to reproduce some typical EEG activities such as spindles and alpha rhythm that are generated in these parts of the brain. It has been suggested that spindles are generated in the thalamus [45] and corticothalamic inputs control the patterns of activities in thalamus and thalamocortical networks [46, 47] . Recent studies show that a distributed alpha network which consists of thalamus, cortex and hippocampus is engaged in alpha oscillations. A communication exists between neocortex and hippocampus during alpha oscillations [48] and hippocampus can react to sensory stimuli with a 10 Hz enhancement [49] .
In future studies, a model aimed at generating slow and delta rhythms as well as spindles and alpha rhythm will be built by integrating underlying synaptic and ionic mechanisms located in cortical and subcortical regions. It would be useful also to expand the enhanced model to a nonhomogenous one.
It should be emphasized that in a stable situation, the amplitude of simulated EEG signal ( e h ) is mainly HAL author manuscript inserm-00187207, version 2 determined by variance of input noises and characteristics of the transfer function of the model, but in an unstable situation (limit-cycle), it is mainly determined by the potential difference between left and right branches of e h − isocline (i.e. up and down states). However, because of individual dissimilarities in the structures of different single neural cells, they may switch to up and down state not in a fully synchronized manner. According to our EEG recordings on children ( Figure 9 ) and Constant et al experiments [50] it can be inferred that the amplitude ratio is almost equal to 10 before and after administration of anesthetics. The amplitude ratio of reproduced EEG signals ( Figure 6 ) is comparable with the empirical amplitude ratio in children, but it is higher than the amplitude ratio in adults [51] . It has been stated that this amplitude ratio is decreased by age and maturation of neural cells [50, 51] . Such increase in amplitude ratio is also observed in reproduced K-complexes in Wilson et al model [52] . The amplitude ratio of K-complexes to background EEG activities in this model is slightly higher than the one in empirical data [19] . It seems that maturation of neural cells or equivalently specialization of neural cells to do more specific tasks in the brain induces less similarity between them. As a result, synchronization between adjacent neural cells in a local field is higher for children than for adults.
One of the basic assumptions in designing population equations is that neural cells are identical and have similar properties in a volume of one macrocolumn. Prominent examples are columns in the somatosensory and visual cortex and pools of motor neurons. Dissimilarities in structure and function of neural cells in a local field degrade the above assumption; so it seems that maturation of neural cells and their potency of synchronization are still required to be considered somehow (for example, by dividing inhibitory and excitatory populations into some subpopulations and randomizing their parameters) in MF models. This may fill the gap which exists between full-synchronous and asynchronous activities.
At last, we want to mention that biphasic is a transient dynamic response of the brain which is basically originated from fast variations of brain inputs (e.g. drug concentration) during the time. It is shown that changing the speed of the administration of an anesthetic drug changes the characteristics of biphasic response and the concentration in which the maximum of the biphasic response appears [15] . In general, at a given drug concentration, EEG amplitudes are not identical in steady-state and transient conditions. Behavior of our enhanced MF model is discussed in steady-state condition so a simulated EEG signal in this condition should be compared with a real EEG signal recorded in steady-state condition not in transient condition. 
APPENDIX I
This appendix briefly describes the basic equations of the enhanced MF model that were derived from the pioneering works of Steyn-Ross et al [6] [7] [8] and Bojak & Liley [9] . Since these equations are now well-covered in many other journals, we do not define them in so much detail. For definitions of the parameters of the model see table 1 . Equation (A1) depicts the two main differential equations of the model that express mean membrane potentials of inhibitory and excitatory populations ( , )
j and k may represent either excitatory ( e ) or inhibitory ( i ). jk ψ is a scaling factor and indicates the potency of synapses between j and k -type populations. jk I represents voltaic influences of synapses and is represented in (A3) by convolving the firing rate of k population and j -type post synaptic potential (PSP) function. The bracketed term in right hand side of (A3) represents the firing rate of k -type population which is composed of three sources: locally in the same macrocolumn ( j S ), distant from other macrocolumns ( jk Φ ) and subcortical
PSPs are represented by biexponential functions. j G , j γ and j γ determine maximum values, rising and falling time constants of the biexponential functions. These parameters are varied by anesthetic drug concentrations.
Instead of directly applying the influence of anesthetic drugs on j γ and j γ , it is more convenient to define two alternative parameters ( j δ and j ζ ) and then modify them by drug concentration [9] . j δ is the time lag of PSP maximum peak and j ζ is the decay time of PSP function. 
For simplicity, each subcortical noise is modeled by equation (A6). However, it should be mentioned that there are also other formulations for representations of subcortical noises [9, 54] 
Administration of anesthetic drugs changes the shape of PSPs. Based on real experimental data it is possible to relate amplitude and time constant of IPSP or EPSP to different anesthetic drug concentration. We used the following Hill equations (for more discussion see Ref. [9, 55] ) to express variations of maximum amplitudes and decay times of IPSPs and EPSPs in different concentration of a generic anesthetic drug:
where MAC c is the alveolar drug concentration in MAC (1 MAC is the minimum alveolar concentration of an anesthetic agent at 1 atmosphere pressure at which 50% of patients still move in response to a noxious stimulus).
HAL author manuscript inserm-00187207, version 2 [39, 40] considering that saline/gas partition coefficient is equal 0.225 for Desflurane [56] .
To express equations (A7) 
